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KEN GREEN

elcome back to Northwood Park this
evening, and we are pleased to see all our
supporters new and old, and also extend
our welcome all connected with Chalfont St Peter
FC; we trust they enjoy their stay with us and
have a safe journey home later.

There are a number of players in the Chalfont St
Peter squad for tonight’s game who have previously
worn Northwood colours, including Rob Hastings,
Max Holland, Mahlondo Martin and Frankie Jones;
no doubt they will be looking to get one over
their old club – I sincerely hope that they will be
disappointed come ten o’clock! Chalfont manager
Danny Edwards must be one of the longest-serving
in the league, having fourteen years at Mill Meadow
under his belt; I guess that he’s probably getting the
hang of it by now….
Interim manager Jake Heracleous has enjoyed a
good start to his spell in charge of the team, the
3-1 home win against Arlesey a few days after the
departure of the former manager being followed by
two successive and hard-fought away fixtures, which
both ended in draws. Ten days ago the lads drew 1-1
at Kempston Rovers, where Evans Kouassi was our
marksman. And on Saturday, Woods took a 2-2 draw
at Ashford Town – who had, you may recall, hit seven
here earlier in the season. Ashford took an early lead,
with Woods levelling on 21 minutes when Wilson
Chingoka headed in off a post following a Harry
Newman cross. The home side went ahead again
just past the hour mark from the penalty spot, but
within a minute Chingoka battled through into the
box to force the ball home for his second goal and
Northwood’s equaliser.
A couple of weeks ago marked the eleventh
anniversary of Ian Barry becoming Club Chairman,
and having had the role for a period prior to his
arrival, I know just how challenging it can be. Ian has
made a big difference to the club in his time here,
making great strides of progress – the sparkling new
clubhouse being a prime example. Here’s to the next
eleven years....
Thanks for your support here this evening; this really
is appreciated by us all. The Woods are quickly back
at Chestnut Avenue, as we play at home to our old
friends Uxbridge this Saturday, at the usual
time of 3.00 p.m.; we hope to see you then!

Ken
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ood evening and welcome to
Chestnut Avenue for today’s Evostik
League fixture. We welcome our
visitors and good friends from Chalfont St.
Peter FC and trust they enjoy their short
stay here.

Hopefully this game goes ahead as the
dreadful weather has decimated many fixtures
here of late, having a major impact on us
financially, as bills still need paying. We’ve
had two very credible draws at Kempston and
Ashford following our win here against Arlesey,
so plenty of positives. That, coupled with the
majority of players staying here, gives us that
bit of consistency that we need.
For many reasons, it seems my phone never
stops with various things to do with the club,
but imagine my shock and surprise last week
when the Egham Chairman calls me to ‘ask a
favour’!! Now, some people can ask me, but
not him, especially after his conduct which
you will all probably know about, when
approaching our previous Manager. He was
asking for us to release two players to them
so they can win the league! Yes, that’s right,
win the league. Now, I’m not a mathematician,
but even I know how the league table works!
This, followed by the previous self-publicist
contacting Jake and indeed our players to join
the ‘revolution’ at Surrey’s finest. Good luck
with that!

There are many things I could write here about
the last two weeks; some people have a lot to
learn and need to move on.
In brief, before I close these notes; VAR is a
joke and should only be considered for factual
decisions, not opinions.
I haven’t forgotten about the memorial
garden; any bricklayers out there, please give
me a shout.
Enjoy the game.
Up the Woods!

Ian

“ The Egham
Chairman called me
to‘ask a favour’!! “

www.northwoodfc.com
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CLUB
MATTERS

ALAN EVANS
Lane takes the low road
With postponements of home games, there’s
been quite some time since the shock
resignation of our manager but this is the first
time that I have been able to write some notes
on the events since then. It was just after I
had completed these notes for our last home
programme against Arlesey that Chairman
Ian Barry received the telephone call and was
given the shock news that new Manager Simon
Lane had accepted an offer from Divisional
rivals Egham Town to replace the newly sacked
pairing of Chris Moore and Wayne Carter; both
former successful Northwood players at the
Surrey side.
After we reluctantly decided to part company
with Mark Burgess at the end of last season
following a very poor campaign that saw us
win just once in the second half of the season,
we were delighted to recruit the experienced
and well-qualified Simon Lane into the role
that was considered to be a long-term project
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that involved building a young side that would
develop over the next two or three seasons. We
certainly had our ups and downs this season
and not everything has gone to plan but there
have been some excellent victories amongst
some more disappointing defeats, especially in
cup competitions where we lost all five matches.
But we’ve had some really entertaining football
at times too which was all part of the remit.
There had been no indications that the manager
was unhappy with how things were developing
and while a play-off challenge was now very
unlikely, there was certainly no pressure from
our side to rush things. The previous Saturday
we had played at Egham and picked up a
point in a 2-2 draw which we shaded but could
have gone either way and I was witness to our
respective Chairmen enjoying a friendly chat in
the Boardroom afterwards.
Therefore, there was not an inkling that our
rivals’ Chairman Pat Bennett would use his
silver and clearly sometimes forked tongue to
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somehow convince our manager to jump ship
and join up with his side just five days later.
Non-League football can be a very strange
world and while Lane’s decision is hard to
understand on the face of it, we must also take
a look at our own club to consider what may be
wrong here at Northwood that would lead to
a manager leaving after such a short space of
time.

managed to secure his release from his Barnet
youth contract and this therefore means the
loan must also come to an end. His agent has
recommended to Lewis and his dad that it is
time to step up to the next level in non-League
football and have managed to place him with
a good well-run club in Evo-Stik South Premier
side Royston Town. He has since made a couple
of appearances as a substitute for the Crows.

Anyway, in the thirty years since 1988 the club
has seen 12 managers come and go. Simon
Lane was in charge for only 28 competitive
matches, winning only 7 of them. Only Steve
Hale was manager for less games but it is Lane
that has the worst winning percentage record of
all of those dozen bosses.

Lewis appears to have a really good future
ahead of him and we thank him for his hard
work and dedication to the cause while with the
Woods while also wishing him every success at
his new club. At the same time, Matt Hall who
has enjoyed several games with the Woods on
dual-registration terms from Hemel Hempstead
has now completed a transfer to another EvoStik Premier side in Chesham United and he has
been a regular in their side over the last couple
of weeks.

The late Alan Merison remains as the most
successful Northwood manager by that winning
percentage having won 60.26% of the 229
games he had in charge while the longestserving manager Tony Choules is fourth on the
list with 51.15% from his 391 matches. Anything
over 50% is certainly an excellent percentage
and Mark Burgess ended with 99 wins from his
242 matches; an average of 40.91%. The full
table is at the foot of the previous page and
makes some interesting reading for those that
like statistics.
We now have to turn our attention to who will
become the Woods next manager, they will
become the 22nd since becoming a Senior club
in 1970 by joining the Middlesex League; our
first was current Life President Pat Byrne.
In the meantime we are delighted that our
Coach Jake Heracleous has agreed to act as
interim boss while we consider the options
open to us and he got off to an excellent
winning start with victory over bottom club
Arlesey Town and we’ve followed that with
points from creditable draws at Kempston
Rovers and Ashford Town (Middlesex). Tonight
will be a tough one against an in-form Chalfont
St. Peter who are making giant strides towards
a play-off place but it’s a good test for Jake and
his side I guess!
Player News - Lewis Hobbs
Not particularly timely for us but the season
long work experience loan from which we
managed to obtain the services of young
defender Lewis Hobbs from Barnet last summer
came to an end after the game against Arlesey
Town. Lewis has been very impressive all-round
throughout the season which he started at
just 17 and has enjoyed plenty of plaudits
for his performances on the pitch and his
attitude off of it. He turned 18 recently and

Just a week earlier we had also lost the services
of attacker Mahlondo Martin who, following a
seven-day approach, decided to move to rivals
Chalfont St. Peter whose recent improved form
have seen them climb into a possible play-off
challenging position. Mahlondo hit a good
spell of goalscoring form at the end of 2017
to get noticed and has now also managed to
score a couple of goals for the Saints since the
move so we expect to be facing him tonight
alongside other ex-Woods in Max Holland and
Rob Hastings.
FA Vase Memories
For those older Northwood fans, the FA Vase
always conjures up fond memories of victories
past at Sudbury Town, AFC Sudbury, at home to
Braintree Town and of course away at Durham
City. It’s been a long time since we played in the
Vase – 1999/2000 when we were beaten 2-0
at Chippenham Town; who went on to lose in
the final – but the latest competition has now
reached the quarter-final stage and for once
there is a fair bit of local-ish involvement in the
draw which would have taken place yesterday.
Leighton Town still have to play their fifth round
game away at Wolverhampton Sporting after
a postponement on Saturday so they go again
next weekend but three others – all Hellenic
League clubs – are already through. One-time
giants Windsor FC switched from Combined
Counties to the Hellenic League this season
and have an aged strike force of ex-professional
Barry Hayles and ex-Northwood players Kieran
Knight and Riccardo Cannon with over 100
years between them! The Royalists beat Wessex
Leaguers Hamble Club 2-0 with Knight
netting the opening goal. Bracknell
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Town secured an excellent 4-2 away win at
Coleshill Town where another ex-Woods striker
Adam Cornell was on the scoresheet while
Thatcham Town defeated Midland League club
Bromsgrove Sporting 2-1 to make it nineteen
successive wins for the league leaders. The other
four teams that make up the quarter-final draw
of the Buildbase FA Vase are Marske United,
1874 Northwich, Stockton Town and Melksham
Town. Mention should also be made of our
neighbours Wealdstone who moved into the
quarter-finals of the Buildbase FA Trophy at the
weekend with a late goal giving them a narrow
2-1 victory over Northern Premier League side
Warrington Town.
Other Hidden tables
We may all get to see where we currently sit
in the East Division table but there are always
other tables available which give a different
perspective of how we at Northwood FC are
doing!
The current attendance table, published by
the Evo-Stik League, shows the league based
on average attendances and after our lowest
attendance of the season on a Tuesday night
against high-flying AFC Dunstable, followed
by the similarly disappointing crowd against
Arlesey, the Woods dropped to tenth place in
that one with an average of 114 at present. Our
top league attendance so far was 243 while
the lowest crowd is now just 71. As they do in
the League table, AFC Rushden & Diamonds
lead the way with attendances too, currently
averaging 482; some 247 more than secondplaced Bedford Town. Chalfont St. Peter are
currently the lowest supported with an average
of just 81 despite their recent good form.
Finally, we can also view the “Respect Awards”
table, sponsored by the Football Factory. Points
can be picked up in each game for behaviour of
Club officials & team benches, Dressing Rooms
and Hospitality shown to Officials while at the
club while deductions are made for dissent
cautions or dismissals due to Foul & Abusive
language. Barton Rovers are well ahead at
present (despite not winning a home game
all season so far) some 22 points ahead of AFC
Dunstable in second place. We have slipped
down to eighteenth place having played a
few home games less than most other sides
where the majority of points can be gained and
Chalfont St. Peter are one place below us.
Programme goes Digital ONLY
You should be aware by now that if you are

reading these notes in the programme, you
are almost certainly reading it on your phone,
tablet or on a PC screen as from the new season
we are no longer producing a paper version.
The League changed their rules this season to
state that the need to produce a programme
for each match no longer had to be a printed
version and for lots of reasons, we made the
decision to end it. It is a change that has been
strange for both Ken Green and myself as
between us we have produced virtually every
printed Northwood programme since Ken first
started them in the 1970s. The quality of the
programme should remain much the same
though and to download it will now be free so
savings all round. It also makes it more available
to everyone. You can either download it in a
format that is easy to read or to print it out
yourself at home should that be your preference.
We hope you will embrace the change and
enjoy it. However, we are aware that some
people would prefer it to remain a printed
edition and indeed, we even received an offer
from one of our loyal and regular supporters
to cover the losses that the club makes when
producing a printed version. So, we will consider
it further over the rest of the season but please
let us know what you think, either in person at
a game or by email to the club email address
enquiries@northwoodfc.com
Under 18s – Progress halted by the weather
The Under-18s have seen a long series of
postponements and have now been without
a game for the past two months. They are
due back at home this week against Ashford
Town (Middlesex) on Thursday, 8th February
at 7.45p.m. So let’s hope for a bit of an
improvement in the weather so we can see
them in action.
Groundshare – London Tigers FC
Likewise, the Tigers had a series of postponed
games too but returned to action with a
couple of home league games against St.
Margaretsbury and then league leaders
Berkhamsted but they lost both games - 0-3 and
0-5 respectively. In fact five successive defeats
overall have seen Tigers drop to seventeenth
place in the table and they are only six points
clear of bottom spot so they will be getting a bit
concerned. Their next scheduled home game is
next Tuesday, 13th February when they play a
rearranged fixture against Edgware Town who
are managed by ex-Woods defender Fergus
Moore and include former Northwood manager
Mark Burgess in their line-up at the moment.
Kick-off at 7.45p.m.

Alan

www.northwoodfc.com
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WELCOME TO

CHALFONT ST PETER
he club was formed in 1926 and played local
T
junior football from its ground on Gold Hill
Common. 1948 saw a move to the Great Western
Combination and a year later the club moved to
its present location, although the picturesque
name of Mill Meadow belies its origins as a
refuse tip.

As the club developed off the field thanks to the
support of many volunteers so success began to
arrive on the field and in 1952 the first silverware
was won, the Berks & Bucks FA Intermediate Cup.
Senior status followed and progress through the
Parthenon League, London League and Spartan
League followed.
The early 1970’s were difficult for the club but a
move into the Athenian League saw a change
in fortunes. The 1980’s, now in the Isthmian
League, brought some consistency in league
performances and some successful campaigns
in the FA Cup and FA Vase. The 1990’s was
another difficult decade, culminating in a low
point of two successive bottom places.
2001/02 saw a rebuild under Martin Dean with
a good start to the season but a subsequent
falling away saw them finish 14th. The lower
echelons became the accustomed territory for
Saints for several seasons until Dean’s departure
at the end of the 2003/04 season. Managing
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Chalfont to victory in the Berks & Bucks
Under-18 Challenge Cup was a young Danny
Edwards. His reward was to be handed the
reins of the First Team for the new season. And
so began a rollercoaster ride of success and
near misses that continues to today.
A restructuring within the Isthmian League
at the end of the 2005/06 season saw Saints
moving to the Spartan South Midlands Premier
League. 2006/07 saw a top half finish in their
first season in the Spartan and a trophy for
the cabinet, the Wycombe Senior Cup, secured
with a 7-0 win over Downley Albion at the
Wycombe Wanderers ground.
2007/08 was a hugely successful season. Danny
Edwards was developing an exciting squad
and the style of play was both entertaining and
successful. Good runs in both the FA Cup and
FA Vase came together with a Final appearance
in the Premier Division Cup. Topping them all
was winning the Challenge Trophy with a 2-0
win over Brimsdown Rovers. A close threehorse race in the league saw Saints pipped at
the post into runners-up spot.
The next term was about building on the
standards set in the previous season. And it
didn’t disappoint. Some top scalps in the FA
Cup heralded a season of cup runs. The FA Vase

was the crowning glory, with the Saints making
it all the way to the semi-final and being heartbreaking seconds away from winning the right
to play at Wembley. Saints were in the hunt for
the league title all the way to the last week of
the season but the fixture congestion caused
by the cup successes began to tell and they
couldn’t quite make it across the line, eventually
finishing a brave third.
Expectations were high going into 2009/10 after
going close to promotion in the two previous
seasons. A slow start and a nightmare run of
losses in October saw the title chase wobble
and rapid exits from all cup competitions. But
an incredible run of form with just one defeat
in 23 took Saints to the top to the pile where
they became the target for other teams’ top
performances and it wasn’t until they were
overtaken by Aylesbury in the last two games
that they had to settle for the runners-up spot
again.
At the start of 2010/11, the aim was clear:
promotion was the number one target. Getting
off to an incredible start in notching up
seventeen straight wins, Saints grabbed top spot
and refused to relinquish it for the entire season,
never being less than four points clear at any
stage and the title was secured with five games
to spare, before they also lifted the Challenge
Trophy.
2011 saw Saints in the Southern League, and for
a long period they were promotion contenders
but a poor end to the season, combined
with the loss of striker Charlie Strutton to the
professional ranks, saw them fall away into the
mid table. A strong run in the FA Cup illuminated
2012/1; an impressive win at Carshalton Athletic
earned a tie against Conference side Bishop’s
Stortford. A draw at Mill Meadow set up a replay
that ultimately proved a step too far.
With a lack of firepower, the 2013/14 was a
disappointing way to mark Danny Edwards’
tenth season in charge. The lack of goals
consigned the side to a mid-table finish despite
boasting one of the meanest defences. 2014/15
saw the goals begin to return. Buoyed by
Jerome Okimo joining the growing number of
Saints players to be signed by a League club, a
promising start saw the side hard to beat but
too many draws held them back. A run in the
FA Cup, highlighted by a deserved win in front
of a baying Kettering crowd was coupled with
a strong run in November that saw the club
in a playoff position but from such heights, a
miserable New Year run saw them tumble down
into relegation territory. It took a stubborn
recovery in April to ensure eventual safety.

2015/16 was a high water mark for Saints
in their current run in the Southern League.
Putting aside an early exit in the FA Cup Saints
went on to head the table at New Year and
looked set for their first tilt at the play offs,
but they had a poor run of results thereafter
and fell away to finish sixth. But Tony Mendy
was divisional top scorer with 30, whilst Jarvis
Edobor (to Brentford) and Yaw Osei (to Raith
Rovers) continued the club’s proud record of
progressing players to the higher levels.
Last season, however, was perhaps the
poorest in over a decade. A storming start to
the season saw Saints in top spot throughout
August but the hole left by the departed
Mendy was never filled and some poor
signings added to the problems and the
second half of the campaign delivered just
four wins and for a while relegation was a real
possibility before safety was finally achieved.

The Players
CARL DENNISON

Previously with Ascot United and Windsor, he
joined the club near the end of the 2016/17
season and became a huge favourite at the
club. A good talker and a great shot stopper.

MICHAEL POWER-SIMPSON

Experienced shot stopper who has returned to
the club to provide cover.

MARK GOODMAN

Signed from Hanwell Town and previously with
Wingate & Finchley, the defender has linked up
again with Daniel Nielsen and will be a major
asset for the club.

ALEX LAFLEUR

A young, exciting defender signed from
Wealdstone on dual registration. Currently part
of the Harefield Academy football scheme and
he will continue his ongoing development at
Chalfont.

GEORGE FENTON

Signed early on in 2016/17 from Chesham
United, where he was a member of the side
which reached the FA Cup 2nd round in 2015.
In his first full season with the club won the
Manager’s Player of the Year award.
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ALAN HEDLEY



With 500 games for the club, Club Captain Alan
is a key member of the squad and the lynchpin
of the Chalfont defence. A favourite among
supporters.

RYAN HAUGH

A talented defender who joined recently from
Barton Rovers.

JACK MULLAN

Previously with Ashford Town, Jack is a dominant
central midfielder who had an impressive first
season with Saints; a powerful player.

ALEX PAINE

A central midfielder who enjoys passing the ball
and joining in with attacking patterns of play.
Versatile Alex has played in all the defensive
positions this season. Very popular with the
supporters, Alex is a past winner of both Players’
Player and Supporters’ Player of the Year awards.

RYAN LEWIS

Part of the successful Chalfont St Peter U18s
squad who made the step up to the 1st team
in the later part of 2016/17. An intelligent
midfielder who has an eye for goal.

MAX HOLLAND

Recently signed for Chalfont and already
making a big impact. Quick and predominantly
left-sided, Max will cause many a problem
for defenders. He scored eight times in 48
Northwood games in 2015-16.

VICTOR OSOBU

A proven goalscorer, Victor returned to the
club from Chesham to add to the club’s striking
options.

FRANKIE JONES

An attacking midfielder was had a short spell
at Northwood last season, and recently joined
from Hayes & Yeading. Frankie was with QPR
and Cambridge United as a youngster.

DANNY EDWARDS – MANAGER

CONNOR SHINGLESTON

Danny is now in his 14th season at the helm
at Mill Meadow and has built a reputation for
playing good football and helping to develop
players through to the higher levels of the
game.

ROB HASTINGS

Previously coach at Hemel, Slough Town and
Northwood, Fred’s experience in the nonLeague game is a huge asset to the Saints
squad.

Connor stepped up from the U18s last season
and instantly became a strong member of the
1st team squad. A clever footballer who is very
comfortable on the ball.
Former Woods striker who was signed from
Potters Bar last summer. Rob made 100
Northwood appearances from 2014-16, scoring
17 goals.

JAKE CASS

Signed at the beginning of last season from
Egham Town, Jake is a midfielder who led by
example for the club last year. He has continued
to be an integral member of the squad this
season.

MAHLONDO MARTIN

A recent signing from Northwood, Mahlondo is
a former Watford Academy attacking midfielder.
The Jamaican-born 20-year-old joined the
Woods in August 2017, having previously had
spells with Salisbury, Kings Langley and Hayes &
Yeading in 2016-17.
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CALLUM WOODCOCK

Signed from Southall, having also played for
Chesham United, Callum can play centrally or
wide as an attacking player. An exciting talent
who has showed well in pre-season fixtures.

Northwood v Chalfont St Peter

FRED CUMMINGS – ASSISTANT MANAGER

DANIEL NIELSEN – COACH

Daniel joined the club in February 2016,
having previously coached at Wingate &
Finchley. He played at Harrow Borough and
Wingate & Finchley and has pushed standards
at the club with outstanding coaching sessions
and player development.

JOHN CARROLL – COACH

A new addition to the back room staff, John
is a club legend with over 350 appearances at
the heart of the defence. He captained the side
which won the Spartan League title in 2011.

THE
FIRST
MEETING
23rd November 1996
Northwood 3
Chalfont St Peter 1

T

he first competitive meeting between
Northwood and Chalfont St Peter
was an FA Carlsberg second round
tie at Chestnut Avenue on 23rd November
1996. Woods at the time were members of
ICIS (Isthmian) League Division Three, whilst
Chalfont operated in the division above.
The Ruislip-Northwood Gazette journalist
John Lyons’ report started by saying: “The 3-1
scoreline was by no means a fair reflection of
the game – Northwood should have won by a
lot more.
“How the first half remained goalless must be
a mystery to the Chestnut Avenue faithful
as Northwood dominated. With little more
composure in front of goal, Woods could have
been three or four goals ahead.”
Man-of-the-match Jerome Boadu put Lawrence
Holmes away after a fine run in the ninth
minute, but Holmes lacked conviction and shot
against the keeper’s legs. Holmes thumped
wide from 12 yards soon after and fellow striker
Paul Halbert had a couple of stabs at goal
before the visitors came into the game.
Richard Coppinger made a fine tackle on
Chalfont’s former Southend United star Graham
Bressington to stop the forward getting in
an attempt on goal. The half finished with
Northwood well on top again, but the shout
of “another one for Twickenham” from one wag
after a shot blazed over the bar summed up the
finishing.
Bressington and William Dear went close for the
visitors at the start of the second half before
Woods stamped their authority on the game
with their passing brand of football. Yet it
looked as though missed chances would cost

them
dear as
Gell fired
a low
35-yard
skidder against
the post
via the fingertips of Chalfont
keeper
Steve Ellis, and Holmes fired the rebound
against the post from a tight angle.
In the 54th minute, though, Woods opened the
floodgates. Gell and Holmes teed up Boadu to
strike a low shot under the keeper’s body for a
well deserved goal.
Three minutes later Woods were 2-0 up as
slick one touch passing from Holmes, Gell and
Halbert sliced open the Chalfont rearguard
for Gell to waltz through from just inside the
Chalfont half and slot past the keeper.
Woods made it three goals in nine minutes
when Gell’s shot from the edge of the box was
deflected and Tyrone North ran in to score from
close range. By now it was total football from
Northwood, with Gell and Eamon O’Connor
running the centre of midfield and Boadu
always a danger on the right.
Bressington squeezed the ball home after Rob
Lee headed against the underside of the bar
in the 74th minute. However, it was merely a
consolation goal for poor Chalfont.
The teams were: Northwood: Carroll, Coppinger,
Dobson, North, Glynn, O’Connor, Robinson,
Gell, Halbert (Roach 81), Holmes, Boadu. Subs:
Underwood, Walters.
Chalfont St Peter: Ellis, Bonaventura, Dear,
Lee, Carr, Dell, Stone, Gascoyne, Law (Croly 60),
Bressington, Hall. Subs: Franks, Harman.
www.northwoodfc.com
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ASHFORD TOWN 2
NORTHWOOD

2

SATURDAY 3RD FEBRUARY 2018
EVO-STIK LEAGUE SOUTH
SHORT LANE, STANWELL

raw specialists Northwood extended their unbeaten run to five games as they twice came from
D
behind to secure a well-deserved point in tricky conditions at the Robert Parker Stadium, writes
Robin Piper. Persistent rain meant the heavy pitch soon became a quagmire, so it was credit to
both sides that they produced such an entertaining spectacle. The Tangerines were coming off the
back of a six game losing streak in the league and they started in a manner that suggested a keen
determination to put an end to the poor run. So it was no surprise when they opened the scoring
on nine minutes as Eliott Pooley slid in at the far post to add the finishing touch to a Jack Beadle
free-kick. And the hosts threatened another score as Tommy Brunton fired across the face of the
Northwood goal.

Having struggled in the early stages, Woods gradually got to grips with the difficult conditions,
Russell sending a shot over the bar from the edge of the box as he latched onto a half-cleared
Evans Kouassi free-kick. And Kouassi was to the fore once again as he burst into the Ashford box,
but his low shot was comfortably dealt with by keeper Tyler Tobin. At the other end, Xavi Comas
made the first save on what would become a busy afternoon for the Woods stopper as he collected
Tom Howard’s long-range effort. Moments later the lively Samad Kazi shot beyond Comas but the
stretching Beadle was unable to apply the finishing touch at the far post.
Northwood were seeing their fair share of the ball and a sweeping move saw Harry Newman
sending over a delightful left-wing cross with skipper Wilson Chingoka timing his run into the box
to perfection to head home via the upright for an equalising goal on 23 minutes. Newman found
space again on the left-flank to send over another teasing cross with Meshach Williams arriving at
the far post , but his effort was clawed away by Tobin. And the Northwood pressure continued as a
Kouassi corner caused panic in the in the Ashford box with a game of ping-pong ensuing before the
Tangerines cleared the danger.
Another swift Woods counter-attack involving Kouassi, Newman and Jermaine Osei saw the latter’s
shot deflected for a corner. However, the remainder of the first half action was to be in Northwood
territory as Comas was called upon to deny Alex Fisher and Beadle before James Cottee’s flick from
Brunton’s cross flew narrowly wide. Cottee was quickly into the action after the restart as he went
close again following a Beadle cross before Howard was unable to keep his shot down after a strong
run deep into the Northwood half. But it wasn’t all one-way traffic, as a Kouassi shot on the turn was
parried by Tobin with Williams unable to convert the rebound.
Substitute Hatherly was introduced for Newman just before the hour-mark as Woods looked to
regain some control in the middle of the park. And the visitors went close as Russell headed wide
from a Williams corner. Despite the tiring conditions the play was flowing from end to end with
Comas again on hand to deal with a shot and header from Cottee while Tobin was kept busy as he
produced a double save to deny Hatherly and Osei.
But it was Ashford who regained the advantage as they were awarded a penalty following Russell’s
trip on Beadle, Fisher sending Comas the wrong way to restore the host’s lead on 64 minutes.
However, the Tangerines’ lead lasted barely a minute as Chingoka showed great determination to
battle his way through a sea of bodies to force the ball home for his second goal of the afternoon
and restore parity in the 65th minute. And Northwood almost took the lead moments later as a
Kouassi combined with Williams to send over a cross which just evaded the waiting Osei and Bunga.
Chances continued to be created at both ends, Comas saving well from Pooley, whilst Williams was
denied by Tobin. And both sides added fresh legs as the game entered the last quarter with Nebay
Haile and Paulo Montella replacing Kouassi and Williams for Northwood. But the latter stages of
the match turned into the ‘Xavi Comas Show’, with the Woods keeper repeating the heroics of the
previous week at Kempston as he produced a succession of saves to deny Russell Canderton, Cottee
and Brunton to keep his side in the contest.
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KEMPSTON ROVERS 1
NORTHWOOD

1

SATURDAY 27TH JANUARY 2018
EVO-STIK LEAGUE SOUTH
HILLGROUNDS STADIUM

orthwood extended their unbeaten run to four games with a hard earned draw in an
N
entertaining encounter in Bedfordshire, writes Robin Piper. Northwood’s rookie defence was
immediately put under pressure as Kempston forced a couple of early corners which saw Sam

Johnson squander a good opportunity with a wayward shot when well placed. But Northwood
succumbed to the early pressure as the hosts took the lead on nine minutes with a goal straight out
of the route-one manual, Jake Newman latching onto a knockdown from keeper Martin Conway’s
free-kick into the box to shoot past Xavi Comas.
Kempston’s dominance continued with their direct approach as Ben Shepherd went close with a
curling effort before ex-Wood Luke Heneghan was denied by Comas.
However, Northwood gradually found their feet and began to ask questions of the home side, with
Meshach Williams finding space on Woods’ right flank to send over a succession of dangerous
crosses. Harry Newman was twice the recipient but his first effort was blocked before another
attempt found the side-netting. Kouassi was the next to threaten from another Williams cross but he
shot high and wide from a good position.
Woods were enjoying a sustained spell of pressure and Kempston were forced into a couple of rash
challenges as they looked to wrest the initiative back with Sam Johnson and Shepherd picking up
cautions. And Woods proceeded to create further opportunities, Kouassi’s jinking run into the box
capped with a weak shot before Osei latched onto Tom Gilbey’s ball over the top but could only
send his attempted lob into the arms of Conway.
Osei had another couple of opportunities to bring Woods level but the chances went begging as
before. And Woods were almost made to pay for their profligacy as Johnson was through on goal
for Kempston but Comas stood up well to keep his side in the contest. Woods could breathe a sigh
of relief and they made the most of the let-off as they finally gained their reward for their first -half
efforts as they drew level two minutes before the break, Kouassi capping a mazy run with a neat
finish beyond Conway.
The early part of second period followed a similar pattern to the first, with Kempston pinning
Northwood back with a constant wave of attacks. Comas continued to enjoy a fine afternoon with
another one-on-one save to deny Johnson one again while Newman saw his shot hit an upright
before Heneghan wasted another opportunity to put his side back in front.
Paolo Montella was introduced for the tiring Kouassi on 66 minutes, but all the action continued to
be in the Northwood half with Comas on hand once again to gather a long range strike from Jordan
Lee. Woods had been struggling to make any sort of impression as the game reached the latter
stages with Williams the next to make as Nebay Haile entered the fray in the hope that fresh legs
could ignite a shift in momentum. And the substitute was presented with an early chance but he
was wide of the target with a free header from Isaac Olurunfemi’s pinpoint cross.
Things were now opening up as both sides went in search of the deciding goal. Montella tried his
luck with a shot after being teed up by Tyler Hatherly but Conway was alert to the danger while at
the other end, Comas denied Shepherd.
Joe Russell almost put into his own net from a Kempston corner before the Woods debutant was
making an impression at the other end with a surging run into home territory before feeding
Montella, who miscued his shot as the ball took an unfortunate bobble.
The strong-running Montella was in the thick of it once more as the game entered the final minute,
his low drive being parried by Conway who was quickly up to block Haile’s follow up. And there was
still time for Comas to produce more heroics to deny Shepherd to cap an impressive display from
the Northwood stopper and to ensure his side took a deserved share of the spoils.
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Meet The 2018
PAT ADAMSON

Pat joined the Woods for the new season
following his release from Leyton Orient where
he was a regular on the left flank for their
Under-18 side. Only 18, he had a loan spell
with Isthmian side Soham Town Rangers last
season and was establishing himself well in
senior football before suffering a broken leg in
November.

JAMIE DOOLAN

Jamie is a product of the club’s youth structure
having progressed through the Under-18s and
reserves to earn a place in the first-team squad
last season. A versatile player who usually
operates in midfield, Jamie is now 20 and will
be looking to establish himself in the squad for
the new campaign. He is currently on dualregistration loan at Rayners Lane.

ROMELLE ALOMENU

Romelle has joined from Southern Premier side
Royston Town where he progressed through
their youth set-up to make several appearances
this season at just 18. A left-sided defender,
Romelle joined up with Northwood in December
2017 looking to build on his senior experience.

TOMMY BOXER

An experienced defender, now 26 who was
recruited by the Woods in August 2017 on
dual-registration from Potters Bar Town. Has also
played for Cockfosters.

MICHAEL BUCKLEY

Long-serving Hanwell Town midfielder who
signed for Northwood in September 2017 having
previously played for Simon Lane at Wingate &
Finchley. Now 26, he also played for AFC Hayes.

HAMILTON BUNGA

Tall defender, recruited in February 2018 from
Royston Town where he had a short spell. The
22-year-old has been well travelled having also
had short spells with Arlesey Town, Kingstonian,
Thurrock, East Grinstead, Ware and Barkingside
amongst others.

WILSON CHINGOKA

A former Wingate & Finchley youngster, Wilson
has just turned 19 and played last season for
the successful Herts County side AFC Oaklands
where he starred in a midfield role.

XAVI COMAS

Experienced Spanish-born goalkeeper, now
29 who joined the Woods in December 2017
following a brief spell with Hayes & Yeading.
Started the season at Hanwell Town having
previously played at Kings Langley, Hemel
Hempstead and a series of Spanish clubs; CD
Canillas, Gramanet, Masnou, and Cornell.
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TOM GILBEY

Young left-sided defender who has joined the
club on dual-registration from Staines Town who
he joined in the summer. Played for Maidenhead
United as a youngster and then for clubs in the
North of England while at University in Durham.

Woods Squad
KOJO GYIMAH

Kojo is a 19-year-old former Stevenage Borough
and Wycombe Wanderers academy forward
who joined in the summer and will be looking
to establish himself in the Woods new side this
season.

NEBAY HAILE

Young attacking player who has joined the
Woods in November 2017 on dual-registration

BRAD HEWITT

Now 30, central defender Brad returns to
Chestnut Avenue for his third spell at the club
which he originally joined from Boreham
Wood back in October 2006. He has just
topped 200 appearances for the Woods having
since also played for Hemel Hempstead,
Beaconsfield, Burnham, Slough Town, Hendon,
Biggleswade Town and Dunstable Town.

EVANS KOUASSI

Experienced 28-year-old attacking wide
player who joined the Woods last summer
having played at Bishop’s Stortford last
season. Has also had spells with Billericay
Town, Chelmsford City, Concord Rangers and
Hayes & Yeading amongst others. Signed
for Wealdstone in November 2017 but is
now regaining fitness with a spell back at
Northwood.

TOM MCDONNELL

22-year-old central midfielder who signed for
the Woods having been playing in America
for Chivas Florida Under-23s. Has previous
experience at Eton Manor and Bishop’s
Stortford.

MARK MCLEOD

Experienced midfielder who has joined the
Woods in January 2018 on dual-registration
from Harrow Borough. The 31-year-old was
born in Sunderland and played in the Football
League for Darlington as well as loan spells
with Harrogate Town, Durham City and
Workington. He played for Newcastle Blue Star
and Sunderland RCA before moving south and
playing for Walton & Hersham and Chipstead
before joining Harrow last summer.
from Staines Town to gain some senior
experience. He was part of the Middlesex County
side that won the FA County Youth Cup in 2017.

TYLER HATHERLY

Tyler is an experienced 30-year-old midfielder
who has signed for Northwood from Hertford
Town where he had enjoyed several successful
seasons, in January 2018. Prior to that he
played for Wodson Park, had a long spell with
Hoddesdon and a short stay with Potters Bar.

PAOLO MONTELLA

Young midfield player who joined the Woods
in December 2017 from London Colney
having previously played at Ware. The 19-yearold will be hoping to gain more experience in
the second half of the season.

DECLAN NCHE

18-year-old bustling midfielder who joined the
Woods in October 2017 from Brentwood Town
where he had been a regular in their
Development side.
www.northwoodfc.com
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2018 Woods Squad

HARRY NEWMAN

A left-sided midfield player, 28-year-old Harry
has been a regular for Harrow Borough in the
Isthmian Premier for the past two seasons
having joined them in 2015 following spells with
Harefield United, Hanwell Town and Australian
side Clifton Hill.

HAKIM NYARIKI

Hakim is a former member of the successful
Wingate & Finchley Under-18 side who joined
the Woods this summer after a spell with Barnet.
Still only 18, Hakim will be looking to earn a
regular place in the match-day squad.

MARCUS ROSE

Experienced 27-year-old central defender
who was with Arsenal and Barnet as a youth.
He joined Maidenhead United in 2010 and
played there for a couple of seasons while also
appearing on loan at Beaconsfield and Harrow
Borough. Marcus has spent the last two seasons
playing for Ware.

JOE RUSSELL

LEWIS OCHOA

Youngster recently recruited to the Northwood
squad having had previous experience at
Ware. The 18-year-old has also represented
Hertfordshire at Under 18 level.

ONEIL ODOFIN

Experienced midfielder who played for North
Greenford United for several seasons before
moving to Harrow Borough in 2016. Spent the
summer playing in Australia before returning
recently and signing on dual-registration with
the Woods in December 2017.

Experienced 26-year-old midfielder who joined
the Woods from Hanwell Town in October 2017
following a year with Harrow Borough. Started
out with Brentford and has also seen service
at Maidenhead United and Chalfont St Peter
amongst others.
Tall defender who started out at Torquay
United and has had spells with Whitehawk and
Shoreham this season but the 21-year-old joined
the Woods in January 2018.

ISAAC OLORUNFEMI

19-year-old defender who joined the Woods
in October 2017 having previously played for
Maidenhead United youth as well as having
short loan spells with Aylesbury and Chalfont St.
Peter.

JERMAINE OSEI

Young striker who joined the Woods in October
2017 on dual-registration with Wealdstone and
was an instant hit with two goals on his debut.
The 22-year-old previously played at Enfield
Town and Bishop’s Stortford as well as briefly at
Hampton & Richmond Borough and Margate.

LEO PEDRO

Striker who joined Hendon from Bedfont &
Feltham in the summer and at 22 has joined the
Woods on dual registration in October 2017 to
get some senior game time.

GEORGE ROBINSON

Young left-back who was drafted in from AFC
Oaklands in September 2017 and at 20 had
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impressed with his hard-work and attitude.
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DAVID TAYLOR

SAM TRING

20-year-old central defender who joined the
Woods on a month’s loan from Kings Langley in
February 2018 having made around 20 Premier
Division appearances for the Kings. He joined
them last summer from Luton Town Cedars.

MESHACH WILLIAMS

Pacy, 26-year-old forward who has been
amongst the goals in pre-season having joined
the Woods in the summer from Cockfosters. He
has also played for Hatfield, Hoddesdon, Hanwell
and Broxbourne as well as a spell with Wingate &
Finchley in the Isthmian Premier.

DERNELL WYNTER

Speedy striker who joined the Woods in January
2018 on dual-registration from St. Albans City
having joined from Braintree Town. Previously
enjoyed two good seasons with Enfield Town.

JAKE HERACLEOUS – INTERIM MANAGER

Highly-respected coach Jake has been working
most recently at Bishop’s Stortford but has also
shown his skills with academies at Arsenal and
Brentford, amongst others. He is currently acting
as Interim Manager following the departure of
the previous manager.

ON THIS DAY

2013

Five years ago today, the Woods stormed back from a two-goal deficit against Barton Rovers, but then had to
settle for a draw after visiting goalkeeper Ryan Frater produced a string of saves, including a penalty. Northwood were a goal down on three minutes of the first half, and 0-2 behind within two minutes of the second.
Niko Muir (pictured during the game) pulled one back on 56 minutes, then Reece Yorke had his penalty saved,
and Woods finally levelled on 86 minutes when Muir set up George Nicholas, who let fly from over 25 yards.
Northwood: James Reading, Stefan Tomasevic, Ryan Phillips (Lee Grant), Brad Hewitt, Reece Yorke, George
Nicholas, Jerome Federico, Craig White, Niko Muir, Oliver Hawkins, Romaine Walker (Samuel Labinjo).
www.northwoodfc.com
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NORTHWOOD

3

ARLESEY TOWN 1

SATURDAY 13TH JANUARY 2018
EVO-STIK LEAGUE SOUTH
NORTHWOOD PARK

he Woods put a turbulent few days behind them following the shock resignation of manager
T
Simon Lane by registering a comfortable win over bottom team Arlesey to put a smile back
on the face of the Woods faithful, writes Robin Piper. Coach Jake Heracleous took charge of the

Northwood team and he brought his protégé Meshach Williams back into the fold to start on the
right flank, while St Albans City loanee Dernell Wynter partnered Jermaine Osei in attack following
the midweek departure of Mahlondo Martin to Chalfont St Peter.

Any fears of Northwood players feeling sorry for themselves were quickly dispelled as they began
the game in positive fashion with their midfield, marshalled by Tyler Hatherly and Wilson Chingoka,
taking control. Chingoka’s cross-field ball picked out Williams whose cross found the head of Harry
Newman but his effort was blocked while Osei latched onto a under-hit back-pass to round keeper
Lewis Elsom but his shot from a tight angle cannoned off the upright.
Woods’ dominance continued, with Arlesey unable to get any sort of foothold on proceedings and
Wynter had a couple of efforts which failed to seriously trouble the visitors’ goal before Osei tried
his luck from distance but was wide of the target. Newman was enjoying plenty of space down the
visitor’s left flank and he fed Hatherly, who got to the by-line and set up Williams, whose close-range
shot was blocked before a another slick Northwood move culminated in Chingoka seeing his chip
from the edge of the box land on the crossbar.
However, Northwood finally broke the deadlock on 27 minutes as Newman gave Elsom no chance
with a fierce shot after Arlesey had failed to clear their lines, for the Woods’ winger’s fourth goal
of the season. And Newman was in the thick of it again as he sent over a teasing cross which just
evaded the on-rushing Osei and Wynter. But Woods didn’t have to wait long to increase their lead as
a sweeping move involving Chingoka and Wynter led to Williams applying the finish on 32 minutes
to mark his return with a first goal since September. Northwood pressed for a third goal before the
break, keeper Elsom dealing comfortably with a shot from Osei before Ryan Lamond prevented
Wiliiams adding to his tally with a goal-line clearance.
Normal business was resumed after the break as Woods maintained the pressure on an overworked
Arlesey defence, Wynter shooting over when well placed. Northwood were forced into a change
on change on 53 minutes as Osei began to feel his recently damaged hamstring and made way
for Isaac Olurunfemi, Williams moving up front to partner Wynter. As Woods looked to regain their
rhythm, Arlesey began to produce some cohesive play as Nathanial Fowler had a shot blocked
before Rafe Goodman sent an effort narrowly over the bar following a corner. And the visitors were
rewarded for the endeavour as they reduced the arrears with 56 minutes on the clock, Taz Andrews
finishing from close range after Northwood keeper Xavi Comas had failed to gather Kai Stonnell’s
cross-shot.
However, Arlesey’s joy was short-lived as Woods regained their two-goal advantage in rather
fortuitous circumstances, Elsom’s attempted clearance cannoning off Williams and into the
unguarded net for the latter’s second goal of the afternoon on 61 minutes.
Arlesey to their credit refused to throw in the towel and Goodman tried his luck with a smart halfvolley from distance but Comas was on hand to make a comfortable save while at the other end
Elsom turned away David Taylor’s header.
Hatherly maintaining the pressure with a strong run and shot that was saved by Elsom. Montella,
Chingoka and Olorunfemi all went close to extending Northwood’s lead as the visitors remained
encamped in their own half. But following a rare foray into Northwood territory, Comas was on hand
to save bravely at the feet of Fowler. However, Woods were unable to add to their tally with Wynter’s
curling effort which drifted past the far post the last moment of note on a highly satisfactory
afternoon for Northwood.
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NORTHWOOD

2

AFC DUNSTABLE 2

TUESDAY 9TH JANUARY 2018
EVO-STIK LEAGUE SOUTH
NORTHWOOD PARK

orthwood displayed all their battling qualities as they recovered from a two goal deficit to
N
record their second 2-2 draw in four days against high flying AFC Dunstable, writes Robin Piper.
Woods welcomed back Tom Gilbey to a defence still missing Brad Hewitt while skipper Lewis Hobbs

was deployed at right-back. Former Harrow Borough midfielder Mark McLeod was brought in for his
Northwood debut, with Lewis Ochoa and Jack McDonnell missing from Saturday’s draw at Egham.

Dunstable have been in excellent form in recent weeks, unbeaten in nine games coming into this
match, with eight wins taking them up to second in the table and their confidence was in evidence
from the first minute as top-scorer Jermaine Hall shot narrowly wide with a 20 yard effort. At the
other end, Harry Newman was quickly into the action as he created an opening for Jermaine Osei
but the Woods striker dragged his shot wide of the far post.
The game had set off at a frantic pace and the opening goal was not long in coming. As Northwood
looked in vain for an offside flag, Hall and BJ Christie combined to set up Drew Roberts for any easy
finish with five minutes on the clock, to continue the experienced striker’s excellent scoring record
against Northwood.
Newman was seeing plenty of the ball and another burst down the left flank lead to a teasing cross
to the far post but there was no red shirt to apply the finish. And Newman was linking well with
Mahlondo Martin as the latter twice got the round the back of the Dunstable defence but was
unable to deliver a decisive final ball.
Despite enjoying their fair share of possession, Woods were struggling to create any clear-cut
chances and it was the visitors who were threatening to add to their lead. Woods keeper Xavi Comas
was quickly off his line to deny the advancing Christie as he looked to latch onto Hall’s throughball before the unmarked Terry Griffiths should have done better as he almost got on the end of
Newman Carney’s floated free-kick into the box.
Dunstable continued to threaten and Roberts went close to grabbing his second goal of the
evening with an audacious long-range attempt which shaved the post with Comas beaten. However,
the visitors were finally rewarded for their efforts as they increased their lead on 41 minutes, Griffiths
heading home unchallenged as he got on the end of Carney’s corner – although there was feeling
the ball might have gone out of play before arriving on the defender’s head.
Northwood required a good start to the second period if they were going to find a way back into
the match and their wish was granted as Osei executed a smart shot on the turn to reduce the
arrears on 48 minutes following Hobbs’ low cross into the box.
Despite a scare when Hall went close for the visitors, Northwood were growing in confidence with a
succession of attacks and Osei was denied by keeper Jamie Head, who produced a couple of smart
saves to keep his team in front.
Northwood maintained their second half improvement and deservedly drew level on 81 minutes
after they were awarded a free-kick on the edge of the Dunstable box. Martin stepped up to take
the free-kick which beat Head at his near post for the Woods striker’s fifth goal in four games.
Dunstable almost immediately regained the lead as they broke quickly into the Northwood box but
Comas was on hand to produce a smart save to deny Hall.
lsaac Olurunfemi and Nebay Haile were introduced for Wilson Chingoka and Newman respectively
to add some fresh legs for Northwood in the closing minutes. But it was Comas who was called
upon to deny Hall once again in stoppage time to ensure that Woods deservedly took a share of the
spoils.
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Woods Roll Call 2017-18
including 3.2.18
Arash Abdullahi
Pat Adamson
Romelle Alomenu
Jean-Paul Antwi
Mohammed Ayoub
Tommy Boxer
Michael Buckley
Hamilton Bunga
Wilson Chingoka
Xavi Comas
Brandon Daly
Tayo Davies-Coker
Jamie Doolan
Tom Gilbey
James Gurteen
Kojo Gyimah
Nebay Haile
Louis Hall
Matt Hall
Tyler Hatherly
Tayshan Hayden-Smith
Brendan Hazlett
Brad Hewitt
Lewis Hobbs
Montel Joseph
Pat Kelly
Evans Kouassi
Borja Loeches-Teixeira
George Lutaaya
Mahlondo Martin
Andrew McCorkell
Jack McDonnell
Tom McDonnell
Mark McLeod
Paulo Montella
Declan Nche
Harry Newman
Matt Nolan
Hakim Nyariki
Lewis Ochoa
Issac Olorunfemi
Jermaine Osei
Michael Osei
Leonardo Pedro
George Robinson
Marcus Rose
Joe Russell
David Taylor
Jay Thorne
Sam Tring
Harry Voss
Antonio Walker
Matt Walsh
Meshach Williams
Dernell Wynter

League League
apps
sub

2
8
3
1
0
4
11
1
15
6
1
1
0
8
0
0
1
0
3
4
21
12
18
22
1
8
16
0
2
13
2
4
3
1
0
1
22
1
2
15
12
13
2
1
6
5
2
6
0
1
4
0
0
11
1

1
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
2
0
2
5
7
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
7
0
3
0
0
6
4
0
0
4
0
5
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
2
0

Cups
apps

Cups
sub

Total
apps

League
goals

Cup
goals

Total
goals

1
2
0
0
1
1
0
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
2
3
3
0
2
4
1
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
2
1
1
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
0

1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0

5
11
5
2
1
6
11
1
27
6
1
2
2
8
2
6
8
1
3
5
26
14
21
25
1
12
21
1
2
22
2
8
4
1
6
7
23
1
8
17
18
14
2
2
9
7
2
6
1
1
4
3
0
15
1

0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
1
1
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
1
1
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0

Northwood career
apps
goals

5
11
5
2
1
6
11
1
27
6
1
2
2
8
2
6
8
1
3
5
26
14
211
25
25
12
21
17
2
22
2
8
4
1
6
7
23
1
8
17
18
14
2
2
9
7
2
6
4
1
4
3
0
15
1

0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
22
0
0
0
5
0
0
8
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
1
1
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0

Cards
Y

R

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
2
1
0
0
0
0
1
3
1
1
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
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Alan Evans looks back
at Northwood events
of a decade ago
PHOTOS by JAMES BROWN

T

onight we continue with our popular
feature where we look back to events
here at Northwood Park from exactly a
decade ago. This has meant a review of our
first season back at Step 4 of non-League
following the first-ever relegation in the
senior club’s history as we succumbed to
the drop in our second season of Southern
Premier Division football having been
transferred across following two years of
Isthmian Premier competition.

After a slow start to the season, there had been
an upsurge in fortunes. Firstly a series of solid
home wins was followed by a brilliant FA Trophy
replay win over Isthmian Premier side AFC
Hornchurch and then the first away league win
of the season, a 3-1 success at league leaders
AFC Sudbury with 18-year-old Elliott Buchanan

of four successive drawn matches, including
away games at Canvey Island and Enfield Town.
Their next match was away too, this time a
midweek journey to Great Wakering Rovers who
were just above the Woods in the table.
Abdul Yoki came in for Danny Murphy and
Lee Holland replaced Jazz Rose but it was the
home side who quickly had Northwood on the
back foot and Rovers took the lead after just
14 minutes when a long-throw was flicked on
and James Foy converted from close-range. But
Northwood were made of stern stuff but now
and possessed a young striker going places in
Elliott Buchanan. By half-time they were 2-1 in
front with Buchanan netting both goals. Firstly
he added the finishing shot to a good move
involving John Christian and Dwain Williams.
Then he curled a delightful left-footer into the
top corner following another sweeping move.
Mitch Swain made a couple of good saves after
the break and then, on the hour, Buchanan
broke through again and deftly lifted the ball
over the oncoming ‘keeper to complete a
sublime hat-trick; his first for the club. Great
Wakering weren’t finished though and when
future prolific striker Martin Tuohy pulled one
back on 74 minutes, it led to a nervous fifteen
minutes for the Woods but they held on and

netting his first Northwood hat-trick, taking his
tally to six goals in three games and into double
figures for the season; the boy was getting
noticed.
The FA Trophy run finally came to an end with
a narrow 2-1 defeat at AFC Wimbledon in front
of a crowd of over 1,500 where the Woods,
through Buchanan, had caused a real scare with
the opening goal in the very first minute. Now
it was time to try to climb the table and after a
6-0 thrashing of Waltham Abbey that equalled
the club’s best Isthmian League winning margin
score, they had moved towards halfway in the
table though this was followed by a sequence
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took home all three points with a 3-2 success.
It was only their second away league win all
season.

TEN YEARS AFTER
A few days later it was back to Northwood
Park for a home game against another midtable side in Arlesey Town. Browsing through
the programme for the match, it reviewed
the year of 2007 and it was the 18-year-old
Elliott Buchanan that was the top scorer for
the calendar year with 19 goals, well ahead of
Adrian Abramian and Bradley Hewitt who had
bagged seven apiece. Colin Payne had used
a record 69 players during 2007, a record that
stood until 2017!
Payne’s side was hit by injury prior to the game
as the impressive Mitch Swain was ruled out
and replaced by Ben Harris for his Woods debut.
Adrian Abramian was also injured so Jerome
Hall started in his place. And Northwood were
caught cold in just the second minute as playermanager Danny Honeyball sent over a corner
and Tom Beech headed home unmarked. The

Woods were level after 11 minutes though
when Hall’s cross was met by a crisp header
from Elliott Buchanan for his sixth goal in three
matches.
The entertaining match took another turn after
27 minutes when Arlesey regained the lead
through a stunning long-range volley from
Matthew Clarke and although Northwood
again rallied well they were still behind at the
break. That quickly changed in the second-half
though. On 54 minutes Buchanan set up Hall
for the equaliser and then just three minutes
later Bradley Hewitt headed home a Michael
Gordon cross to make it 3-2. James Fisher went
close to making the points safe with a header

but it all went wrong ten minutes from time
as the defence failed to clear and Lloyd Opara
pounced for a soft goal that Harris almost kept
out. It ended 3-3 for Northwood’s fifth draw in
six matches but also extended their unbeaten
run to eight matches.
A midweek league game against Bury Town was
postponed due to a waterlogged pitch so, on
Saturday 19th January 2007; exactly a decade
ago this weekend, the Woods looked to extend
their unbeaten run away at lowly Tilbury.

The home side actually played plenty of decent
football and the Woods were hit by a series
of injuries. Elliott Buchanan limped off with
a knee injury after just 17 minutes and then
Ryan Tackley had to be replaced by Lee Holland
after picking up a facial injury. The Dockers
went close to being in front by half-time but
the Woods held out and then looked stronger
after the break. They were eventually rewarded
after 68 minutes when the impressive Michael
Gordon crossed from the left and the predatory
Adrian Abramian converted from close-range.
They were further ahead five minutes later as
Jerome Hall slipped the ball through for Gordon
who cut in and fired home at the near-post for
his first goal for the club. With subs completed,
Northwood then went down to ten men for the
closing stages as Dwain Williams had a tooth
knocked out by a stray arm and had to go to
Hospital for stitches but they held on to another
excellent victory.
We will have more from everything Ten Years
After in our next programme including news
of Elliott Buchanan’s trial with Conference side
Stevenage Borough.
www.northwoodfc.com
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EVO-STIK LEAGUE, SOUTH

ROUND-UP

With Evo-Stik League South, East leaders AFC Rushden &
Diamonds’ Hayden Road pitch again proving unplayable,
Beaconsfield Town had the opportunity to move level on points
at the top of the table when they hosted mid-table Thame
United at Holloways Park on Saturday. Thame hadn’t read the
script though, as they came away with a 1-0 win, thanks to
Lynton Goss, who missed a 65th minute penalty, but was first
to the rebound to tuck the ball home.

TONIGHT’S FIXTURES
Aylesbury United v Fleet Town
Northwood v Chalfont St Peter

Hartley Wintney moved to within four points of third-placed
AFC Dunstable, who were due to play Diamonds, after
hammering Simon Lane’s Egham Town 7-1 at home. It was all
over bar the shouting by half-time as the hosts led 4-1 with
goals from Jake Baxter, Liam Eagle and a Steve Duff brace –
Grieg Stewart replying. Baxter notched a second 7 minutes
after the break and then Adam Everiss and Paul Hodges added
two more to make the final score 7-1.
Moneyfields made it eight games without a win now after
losing 5-2 at home to Hayes & Yeading in terrible
conditions. Duncan Culley proved to be the visitors’
hero with a hat-trick in the 2nd, 5th and 55th
minutes. Manny Duku sandwiched a brace in the
44th and 58th minutes, with a Ryan Kinnane own
A Pts
goal and a last-gasp Sam Pearce effort all Moneys
could respond with.
14 60

League table
Including 5.2.18

P

W

D

L

F

AFC Rushden & D.

26 18

6

2

62

Beaconsfield

27 18

3

6

53

31

57

AFC Dunstable

28

16

7

5

54

25

55

Hartley Wintney

26

16

3

7

62

34

51

Hayes & Yeading

27 16

3

8

65

38

51

Chalfont St Peter 28 15

6

7

38

27

51

Cambridge City

4

7

67

37

49
43

26

15

Moneyfields

28

12

7

9

54

45

Bedford Town

28

13

4

11

41

36 43

Thame United

26

13

3

10

47

41 42

Kempston

28

12

6

10

50

48

42

Ashford Town

29

11

4

14

60

50

37

Uxbridge

28

11

4

13

46

58

37

Northwood

27

8

9

10

41 45

33

Marlow

26

9

6

11

41

47

33

Egham Town

27

9

6

12

37

57

33
28

Aylesbury

29

8

4

17

25

57

Aylesbury

26

8

3

15

28

46

27

Fleet Town

27

5

7

15

28

61

22

Hanwell Town

26

6

3

17

27

47

21

Barton Rovers

27

4

7

16

21

53

19

Arlesey Town

28

1

5

22

23

73

8

Chalfont edged out third-bottom Hanwell Town 3-2
away from home, coming back from Nick Turner and
Calum Duffy first half goals down to win, thanks to
Jake Cass on the hour-mark, George Fenton on 78
minutes and Ryan Haugh three minutes from time.
Bottom side Arlesey Town look doomed after losing
2-0 at neighbours Bedford Town, leaving them
eleven points from safety and twenty-four games
since a victory. Goals from James Peters after 5
minutes and on-loan Paul Benson after 34 minutes
gave the Eagles’ new owners a good start in front of
a bumper 438 crowd at the New Eyrie.
Kempston Rovers won 2-0 at the Meadow against
Aylesbury United, thanks to Alex Collard after 37
minutes and Luke Heneghan a minute from time.
Uxbridge won by the odd goal in five at Honeycroft
against Fleet Town. Graeme Purdy had the visitors
ahead after seven minutes but Kevin Warner levelled
on 22 minutes. Brad Wilson restored the visitors’ lead
just after the break, only for Dylan Kearney on 62
minutes and then Dave Thomas four minutes from
time to win it for the Reds.

www.northwoodfc.com
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Fixtures/Results 2017
Date

Opponents

AUGUST
Sat 12
Hartley Wintney
Tue 15
MONEYFIELDS
Sat 19
Swindon Supermarine (FAC)
Sat 26
Arlesey Town
Mon 28
HAYES & YEADING UTD
SEPTEMBER
Sat 9
Cambridge City
Tue 12
EGHAM TOWN (BFBC)
Sat 16
EGHAM TOWN
Sat 23
Uxbridge
Tue 26
ASHFORD TOWN
Sat 30
MARLOW
OCTOBER
Sat 7
MALDON & TIPTREE (FAT)
Sat 14
Bedford Town
Tue 17
AFC Hayes (MSC1)
Sat 21
AYLESBURY UNITED
Tue 24
Hanwell Town
Sat 28
FLEET TOWN
NOVEMBER
Sat 4
KEMPSTON ROVERS
Sat 11
Barton Rovers
Sat 18
AFC Rushden & Diamonds
Sat 25
AYLESBURY
Tue 28
Thame United
DECEMBER
Sat 2
Beaconsfield Town
Sat 16
Moneyfields
Sat 23
HARTLEY WINTNEY
Tue 26
Hayes & Yeading United
JANUARY
Sat 6
Egham Town
Tue 9
AFC DUNSTABLE
Sat 13
ARLESEY TOWN
Sat 27
Kempston Rovers
FEBRUARY
Sat 3
Ashford Town
Tue 6
CHALFONT ST PETER
Sat 10
UXBRIDGE
Sat 17
Marlow
Tue 20
BARTON ROVERS
Sat 24
BEDFORD TOWN
MARCH
Sat 3
Aylesbury United
Sat 10
HANWELL TOWN
Sat 17
AFC Dunstable
Sat 24
BEACONSFIELD TOWN
Sat 31
CAMBRIDGE CITY
APRIL
Mon 2
Chalfont St Peter
Sat 7
AFC RUSHDEN & DIAM.
Sat 14
Fleet Town
Sat 21
THAME UNITED
Sat 28
Aylesbury
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Venue

Result Gate

Lge.
pos.

Away
HOME
Away
Away
HOME

L 0-2
D 1-1
L 0-1
W 3-1
W 2-0

135
103
132
87
243

19
18
12
9

Away
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME

L 0-1
L 1-3
L 0-1
L 1-2
L 1-7
L 1-2

145
52
96
90
89
106

13
14
16
17
18

HOME
Away
Away
HOME
Away
HOME

L 2-5
D 0-0
L 0-3
W 3-0
W 3-1
W 2-1

97
174
39
194
121
74

18
16
15
12

Hazlett
Hazlett
Hazlett
Hazlett
Hazlett
Hazlett

HOME
Away
Away
HOME
Away

W 3-0
D 1-1
L 0-4
L 0-1
D 3-3

131
101
451
85
68

11
12
13
13
13

Hazlett
Hazlett
Hazlett
Hazlett
Hazlett

Olorunfemi
Olorunfemi
Olorunfemi
Ochoa
Olorunfemi

Adamson
Adamson
Adamson
Gilbey
Haile

Away
Away
HOME
Away

D 2-2
L 0-2
W 3-1
L 2-4

85
74
96
172

13
16
15
16

Hazlett
Hazlett
Comas
Nolan

Ochoa
Olorunfemi
Olorunfemi
Olorunfemi

Buckley
Gilbey 
Alomenu Hayden-Smith
Gilbey
Taylor
Gilbey
Taylor

Away
HOME
HOME
Away

D 2-2
D 2-2
W 3-1
D 1-1

101
71
79
71

15
15
14
16

Comas
Comas
Comas
Comas

Ochoa
Chingoka
Chingoka
Olorunfemi

Hall
Gilbey
Gilbey
Gilbey

Taylor
McLeod
Taylor
Chingoka

Away
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME

D 2-2

93

14

Comas

Olorunfemi

Tring

Chingoka 

Away
HOME
Away
HOME
HOME
Away
HOME
Away
HOME
Away

Voss
Voss
Ayoub
Voss
Voss

Adamson
Adamson 
Adamson
Adamson
Adamson

Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Boxer
Hewitt

Joseph
Kelly
Adamson
Loeches-Teixeira J McDonnell Adamson
Daly
J McDonnell
Antwi
Kelly
J McDonnell
McCorkell
McCorkell
Kelly
Robinson
Hazlett
Kelly
Robinson

Hewitt
Hewitt
Hewitt
Buckley
Buckley
Buckley

Kelly
Kelly
Kelly
Kelly
Kelly

Kelly
Robinson
Ochoa
Robinson
Olorunfemi Robinson
Ochoa
Robinson
Ochoa
Robinson
Robinson
Olorunfemi

Ochoa
Hewitt
Hewitt
Buckley
Buckley
Buckley
Buckley
Buckley
Buckley
Buc kley
Buckley

7/18
Hewitt
Hewitt
Hewitt
Hewitt
Boxer 

Rose
Rose
Rose
Hobbs
Hobbs

Key: goalscorer  own goal +

Woods

Woods

OFFICIAL NORTHWOOD MATCHDAY PROGRAMME £2

OFFICIAL NORTHWOOD MATCHDAY PROGRAMME £2

versus MONEYFIELDS
Tuesday 15th August 2017
Kick-off 7.45pm

versus MONEYFIELDS

EVO-STIK LEAGUE SOUTH, EAST

yellow card

M Osei
Williams Hayden-Smith Newman
Nyariki
Chingoka
M Osei
Williams Hayden-Smith Newman
Nyariki
Kouassi
Nyariki
Kouassi
Hayden-Smith
Walker
Martin
Thorne
Hayden-Smith Kouassi  Williams  Abdollahi
Chingoka
Martin 
Chingoka
Williams
Hayden-Smith J McDonnell
Kouassi 
Abdollahi

Hobbs
Boxer
Kousassi J McDonnell Williams
Hobbs
Chingoka T McDonnell Kouassi 
Williams
Hobbs
Kouassi
Williams
T McDonnell Chingoka
Hobbs
Hewitt
Kouassi
T McDonnell
Williams
Hobbs
T McDonnell
Kouassi
Williams
Rose
Davies-Coker
Hobbs
Chingoka Hayden-Smith 
Walsh
EVO-STIK LEAGUE SOUTH, EAST

sub 1 sub 2 sub 3

Tuesday 15th August 2017
Kick-off 7.45pm

J Osei 
J Osei
Pedro
J Osei 
J Osei 
J Osei

Antwi
Nyariki

Williams
Williams
Gyimah
Martin
Martin 
Martin

Nche
Nche
Chingoka
Olorunfemi
Olorunfemi
Chingoka

Ochoa 
Ochoa
Ochoa
Martin
Chingoka 

Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs

Hewitt
Hewitt
Ochoa
Hewitt

Hayden-Smith Chingoka
Ochoa
Chingoka
Hayden-Smith Chingoka 
Hayden-Smith
Ochoa

Newman
Martin
Alomenu
Alomenu

Martin
Olorunfemi  Alomenu
Taylor
Newman
Montella
Martin  Newman  Montella
Martin
Newman
Montella

Hatherly J McDonnell
Taylor
Hatherly
Hatherly
Williams 
Williams
Hatherly

J Osei
J Osei 
J Osei
J Osei

Martin 
Martin 
Wynter
Kouassi 

J Osei

Kouassi

Russell

Williams

Nyariki

Newman
Newman
Martin
Newman
Gilbey

Chingoka
Kelly
Kelly
Doolan
Doolan
Williams

Hewitt
Hewitt
Hewitt
Hewitt
Ochoa

Bunga

Martin
Martin
Kouassi
Hayden-Smith
Hayden-Smith

Gyiamah
Boxer
Martin
Gurteen
Martin
Rose

Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs
Hobbs

Chingoka 
Hobbs
Hobbs
Nyariki

Newman
Olorunfemi
Abdollahi
Newman
Newman
Newman 

J McDonnell
Nyariki

Hobbs
Pedro
Nche
Hewitt
Hewitt
Hewitt

Hayden-Smith J Osei 
Kouassi
J Osei 
Hayden-Smith Newman
Lutaaya
J Osei
Lutaaya
Martin 

Kouassi
Kouassi
Kouassi
Kouassi
Kouassi 
Kouassi

Walker
Walker
Chingoka
Nyariki
Hall

Davies-Coker
Boxer
Boxer
Hobbs
Rose
Rose

Hobbs
Hall
Hall
Russell

Chingoka Hayden-Smith
Chingoka Hayden-Smith
Ochoa
Hayden-Smith
Chingoka Hayden-Smith
Nche
Hayden-Smith
Ochoa
Hayden-Smith 

Hayden-Smith
Martin
Hayden-Smith
Martin
Hayden-Smith Newman
Hayden-Smith Newman
Hayden-Smith Newman 
Kouassi
Newman

Kouassi
Chingoka
Hayden-Smith Chingoka
Robinson Chingoka
Chingoka Olorunfemi
Gyimah

Newman
Olorunfemi
Newman
Olorunfemi
Newman  Olorunfemi
Newman
Montella
Newman

red card

Hatherly

Haile
Nche
Gyimah
Haile

Chingoka
Martin
Abdollahi
Abdollahi
Nche
Gurteen
Adamson
Gyimah
Haile

Nche
Gyimah
J McDonnell

Alomenu
Haile
Montella
Haile

Haile

Haile

Montella

Haile

www.northwoodfc.com
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The Squads
NORTHWOOD

CHALFONT ST PETER

Interim Manager:
Jake Heracleous
Physio: Dan Daggett

Manager: Danny Edwards
Asst. Manager: Fred Cummings
Coaches: Daniel Nielsen
& John Carroll

Kit: All red

Kit: All blue

XAVI COMAS

CARL DENNISON

LEWIS OCHOA

LUKE APPLETON

ISAAC OLORUNFEMI

RYAN HAUGH

PAT ADAMSON

GEORGE FENTON

JOE RUSSELL

ALAN HEDLEY ©

TOM GILBEY

JAKE CASS

MICHAEL BUCKLEY

MAX HOLLAND

WILSON CHINGOKA

ALEX PAINE

BRAD HEWITT ©

MAHLONDO MARTIN

TYLER HATHERLY

CONNER SHINGLESTON

HAKIM NYARIKI

VICTOR OSOBU

MESHACH WILLIAMS

ROB HASTINGS

JERMAINE OSEI

KIERON VICKERS

KOJO GYIMAH

ALEX LAFLEUR

HARRY NEWMAN

JACK MULLAN

PAULO MONTELLA

CALLUM WOODCOCK

EVANS KOUASSI

RYAN LEWIS

DECLAN NCHE
NEBAY HAILE
ROMELLE ALOMENU
JACK MCDONNELL
DAVID TAYLOR
FEMI HAZEEZ
HAMILTON BUNGA
SAM TRING

The Officials
REFEREE: Jon Creswick
ASSISTANT: Andy Batten
ASSISTANT: Jonathan Bolland

